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Es#ma#on of VOT and VOFT

Abstract

In a speech signal, Voice Onset Time (VOT) is the period between the release of a plosive and the onset of vocal cord vibra<ons in the produc<on of the
following sound. Voice Oﬀset Time (VOFT), on the other hand, is the period between the end of a voiced sound and the release of the following plosive.
Tradi<onally, VOT has been studied across mul<ple disciplines and has been related to many factors that inﬂuence human speech produc<on, including
physical, physiological and psychological characteris<cs of the speaker. The mechanism of extrac<on of VOT has however been largely manual, and
studies have been carried out over small ensembles of individuals under very controlled condi<ons, usually in clinical seEngs. Studies of VOFT follow
similar trends, but are more limited in scope due to the inherent diﬃculty in the extrac<on of VOFT from speech signals. In this paper we use a structuredpredic<on based mechanism for the automa<c computa<on of VOT and VOFT. We show that for speciﬁc combina<ons of plosives and vowels, these are
relatable to the physical age of the speaker. The paper also highlights the ambigui<es in the predic<on of age from VOT and VOFT, and consequently in
the use of these measures in forensic analysis of voice.

Experiments

Data
TIMIT Database: 630 speakers. 10 utts/speaker
Training set: 462 speakers, 136 F and 326 M
Test set: 168 speakers, 56 F and 112 M

Vot is VOT and VOFT?

When a plosive is followed by a voiced sound, the vocal cords go from a state of rest to state of mo9on (vibra9on) in a
very short 9me. This is the voicing onset 9me (VOT). The 9me taken for vibra9ng vocal cords to stop is the Voicing
Oﬀset 9me (VOFT).

Find VOT predictor such that

is minimized.

VOT

VOFT
Scatter plots for VOT and VOFT of plosives /k/ and /g/ against age.
Top: VOT. Bottom: VOFT.

Illusory age-limiting trend exhibited by VOFT for /d/ following
the phoneme /ae/. For any given VOFT, it is possible to assign
an upper limit to the age of the person with high accuracy. 86% of
all instances lie below the lower line. 95% lie below the upper line.
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Deﬁne signal-characteris9c mo9vated
func9ons φ(x,tb,tv) which are expected to peak
if we get tb and tv right, but may not necessarily
do so. We deﬁne several such func9ons.

The hypothesis

It is generally accepted that VOT and VOFT are indicators of the ability of the vocal tract to move from one
conﬁgura9on to another. In other words, these en99es measure the agility of the vocal tract, which in turn is thought
to be dependent on the age of the speaker, amongst other factors. It is therefore reasonable to expect VOT and VOFT
to be sta9s9cally related to the speaker’s age, a hypothesis that seems to be borne out by the studies reported. We
believe that with a beGer VOT/VOFT es9mator, the correla9ons will be stronger than those reported in the literature.

The result

• In spite of mul9ple claims in the literature to the contrary, we did not see signiﬁcant correla9ons between
VOT and age. VOFT was beGer correlated

Conclusions

From our experiments we conclude that contrary to popular belief, VOT is not predic9ve of the age of the speaker
across a large ensemble of speakers. Note that this observa9on does not preclude the presence of predic9ve VOTage trends for much more carefully selected groups of speakers, as have been chosen in most earlier studies. In
addi9on, our results indicate that VOFT may also be worth exploring in more detail as an age-proﬁling tool. The fact
that the results in this paper largely do not support those in most reported literature may be due to two factors. The
ﬁrst is that most earlier results were obtained on smaller amounts of data from subjects who were carefully selected
to eliminate secondary factors. Some trends may be purely illusory. Fig. 3 shows one such example. For the voiced
lingua-alveolar plosive /d/ in the context of /ae/, we appear to observe a trend that allows us to use the VOFT value
to establish an upper limit on the age of the speaker. Closer inspec9on shows the VOFT to segregate into two
groups, a high-occurrence cluster between 15-18ms, and a second more spread out one. Once separated, the trend
disappears. A likely second factor is the aggregate error made in the es9ma9on of VOT (and VOFT). Although our
VOT predictor is highly accurate, with a mean error of less than 5ms, for micro-features small errors may eliminate
paGerns. Unfortunately both of these factors are likely to aﬀect characteriza9ons based on any micro-factor. This
does not imply that micro features in general may not be useful for proﬁling. Rather, this work may be viewed as a
cau9on that paGerns observed in small-scale human studies may not appear in larger-scale automated analyses.
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VOT/VOFT are diﬃcult to es#mate accurately : VOT and VOFT are of the order of milliseconds
We use a structure predic9on algorithm that outperforms humans.
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Define feature maps
Define mixture of expert predictor
Learn weights from training data
Employ on test data to identify and
measure VOTs

How accurate is it?
More accurate than humans staring
at spectrograms! Definitely more
accurate than standard signal
processing techniques (By up to
50ms)
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